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Living with Loss, Healing with Hope
Draws on Jewish texts to share that belief in
near-death experiences, reincarnation, pastlife memory and the work of mediums is in
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fact true to Jewish tradition. Rabbi Spitz
looks squarely at both sides of the issues in
this updated second edition, including the
discrepancies in near-death experiences and
other accounts.

The Jewish Mourner's Book of Why
A popular and authoritative presentation of
Jewish teaching on love and marriage based on
the traditions and laws of the Bible and of
its accepted interpreters throughout Jewish
history.

How to Run a Traditional Jewish
Household
Death in Jewish Life
This is a very detailed guide to the
traditional aspects of Jewish observances of
Death and Mouring. It is a must for every Jew
-- Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, or unaffiliated!

The Gifts of the Jews
In 1982, a sensational murder trial in
Phoenix, Arizona, reverberated throughout the
legal community. Restaurateur Steven
Steinberg, who killed his wife by stabbing
her 26 times, was acquitted; his legal
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defense portrayed the victim as an
overpowering "Jewish American Princess" whose
excesses may have provoked her violent end.
Examining the structure of the defense's
case, Frondorf, an attorney who was
previously a psychiatric social worker,
follows the theme that made Elana Steinberg
the villain, instead of the victim, of the
piece. The defense's forensic presentation,
bolstered by testimony from psychiatrists,
maintained that Steinberg committed the crime
while sleepwalking, an abnormality allegedly
brought on by the intemperate spending of his
wife. Frondorf recreates the trial whose
outcome scarred the tightly knit Jewish
community of Phoenix.

Dust to Dust
For most of us, mourning is something to be
endured. We are often merely passive
spectators of our own pain, and we see our
grief period as a grim mountain that we must
climb over. But Maurice Lamm tells us it can
be much more. Bereavement, he says, can often
be an enriching experience, even as it is a
sorrowful and often tragic one. Our faith in
a higher power can move us to not only live
through the present but also to stride into
the future with renewed energy and a
revitalized outlook on life. In this, his
sequel to the best-selling The Jewish Way in
Death and Mourning (over 350,000 copies
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sold), Rabbi Lamm helps mourners not just get
through their grief, but also grow through
it. He gently steers mourners on the path
that allows their sorrow to teach them
important lessons about life. And he shows
consolers how to listen and speak with their
hearts so that they can provide real comfort
to others. His marvelous insights on the days
of shiva, the year of kaddish, and the
lovingkindness of others reveal the richness
and true purpose of Jewish mourning rituals
and customs. They prepare us to receive
consolation and ready us for the journey that
will take us beyond grief. His "Words for a
Loss When at a Loss for Words" is a treasury
of readings for finding and giving comfort by
transforming the spiritual ideas of an
ancient faith into contemporary language.
Here there are stories and fables that
illuminate our complicated lives, meditations
from the depths of human experience, and a
gallery of unforgettable images that speak to
our souls during times of loss. Rabbi Lamm's
words will help all who walk the path of
grief to find their way to consolation--and
then beyond, to an appreciation of the
blessings and opportunities that present
themselves to us when we confront loss. And
they can even take us further, to discover
the celebrated Jewish art--of wringing
blessing out of tragedy.

From Jesus to Christ
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"The near sacrifice and miraculous
restoration of a beloved son is a central but
largely overlooked theme in both Judaism and
Christianity. This book explores how this
notion of child sacrifice constitutes an
overlooked bond between the two religions."--

Death of a Jewish American Princess
Describes the Jewish approach to death and
dying, funerals, and mourning customs,
including specifics for funeral preparations
and preparing the home and family to sit
shiva, with information for mourners and
comforters alike. Reissue.

Night
Combines astute scholarship with keen
historical, theological and liturgical
insights to outline the evolution of Jewish
thought about bodily resurrection and
spiritual immortality. A strikingly
innovative statement on resurrection and
immortality

Jewish Views of the Afterlife
A behind-the-scenes exploration of the craft
of writing as revealed by an eight-hour work
day in the life of an author finds a literary
celebrity passing the time during a mundane
book event in Tel Aviv by inventing lives for
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the strangers he sees around him. By the
author of A Tale of Love and Darkness.

Rhyming Life and Death
The definitive guide to Judaism’s end-of-life
rituals, revised and updated for Jews of all
backgrounds and beliefs From caring for the
dying to honoring the dead, Anita Diamant
explains the Jewish practices that make
mourning a loved one an opportunity to
experience the full range of emotions—grief,
anger, fear, guilt, relief—and take comfort
in the idea that the memory of the deceased
is bound up in our lives and actions. In
Saying Kaddish you will find suggestions for
conducting a funeral and for observing the
shiva week, the shloshim month, the year of
Kaddish, the annual yahrzeit, and the Yizkor
service. There are also chapters on coping
with particular losses—such as the death of a
child and suicide—and on children as
mourners, mourning non-Jewish loved ones, and
the bereavement that accompanies miscarriage.
Diamant also offers advice on how to apply
traditional views of the sacredness of life
to hospice and palliative care. Reflecting
the ways that ancient rituals and customs
have been adapted in light of contemporary
wisdom and needs, she includes updated
sections on taharah (preparation of the body
for burial) and on using ritual immersion in
a mikveh to mark the stages of bereavement.
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And, celebrating a Judaism that has become
inclusive and welcoming. Diamant highlights
rituals, prayers, and customs that will be
meaningful to Jews-by-choice, Jews of color,
and LGBTQ Jews. Concluding chapters discuss
Jewish perspectives on writing a will,
creating healthcare directives, making final
arrangements, and composing an ethical will.

Family Papers
Called “enriching” and “profoundly moving” by
Elie Wiesel, The Jewish Way is a
comprehensive and inspiring presentation of
Judaism as revealed through its holy days. In
thoughtful and engaging prose, Rabbi Irving
Greenberg explains and interprets the origin,
background, interconnections, ceremonial
rituals, and religious significance of all
the Jewish holidays, including Passover, Yom
Kippur, Purim, Hanukkah, Holocaust
Remembrance Day, and Israeli Independence
Day. Giving detailed instructions for
observance—the rituals, prayers, foods, and
songs—he shows how celebrating the holy days
of the Jewish calendar not only relives
Jewish history but puts one in touch with the
basic ideals of Judaism and the fundamental
experience of life. Insightful, original, and
engrossing, The Jewish Way is an essential
volume that should be in every Jewish home,
library, and synagogue.
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Does the Soul Survive? 2nd Edition
A basic tenet of Judaism is the obligation to
value and serve the deceased, to extend
dignity beyond death. In Judaism, a death is
the affair of the entire community.
Preparation of the dead for burial is
undertaken by a community organization called
the

Dignity Beyond Death
A revealing look at how death and burial
practices influence the living Dust to Dust
offers a three-hundred-year history of Jewish
life in New York, literally from the ground
up. Taking Jewish cemeteries as its subject
matter, it follows the ways that Jewish New
Yorkers have planned for death and burial
from their earliest arrival in New Amsterdam
to the twentieth century. Allan Amanik charts
a remarkable reciprocity among Jewish
funerary provisions and the workings of
family and communal life, tracing how
financial and family concerns in death came
to equal earlier priorities rooted in
tradition and communal cohesion. At the same
time, he shows how shifting emphases in death
gave average Jewish families the ability to
advocate for greater protections and
entitlements such as widows’ benefits and
funeral insurance. Amanik ultimately
concludes that planning for life’s end helps
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to shape social systems in ways that often go
unrecognized.

Saying Kaddish
An essential introduction to Josephus’s
momentous war narrative The Jewish War is
Josephus's superbly evocative account of the
Jewish revolt against Rome, which was crushed
in 70 CE with the siege of Jerusalem and the
destruction of the Temple. Martin Goodman
describes the life of this book, from its
composition in Greek for a Roman readership
to the myriad ways it touched the lives of
Jews and Christians over the span of two
millennia. The scion of a priestly Jewish
family, Josephus became a rebel general at
the start of the war. Captured by the enemy
general Vespasian, Josephus predicted
correctly that Vespasian would be the future
emperor of Rome and thus witnessed the final
stages of the siege of Jerusalem from the
safety of the Roman camp and wrote his
history of these cataclysmic events from a
comfortable exile in Rome. His history
enjoyed enormous popularity among Christians,
who saw it as a testimony to the world that
gave rise to their faith and a record of the
suffering of the Jews due to their rejection
of Christ. Jews were hardly aware of the book
until the Renaissance. In the nineteenth
century, Josephus's history became an
important source for recovering Jewish
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history, yet Jewish enthusiasm for his
stories of heroism—such as the doomed defense
of Masada—has been tempered by suspicion of a
writer who betrayed his own people. Goodman
provides a concise biography of one of the
greatest war narratives ever written,
explaining why Josephus's book continues to
hold such fascination today.

The Book Thief
This companion in sorrow offers compassionate
guidance for putting the insights of Judaism
into practice and finding new strength in
ancient traditions. Beloved and respected
spiritual leaders from across the Jewish
denominational spectrum share insights from
their experience, Jewish tradition and their
personal encounters with grief and healing.

Faith Unravels
Jewish customs and traditions about death,
burial and mourning are numerous, diverse and
intriguing. They are considered by many to
have a respectable pedigree that goes back to
the earliest rabbinic period. In order to
examine the accurate historical origins of
many of them, an international conference was
held at Tel Aviv University in 2010 and
experts dealt with many aspects of the topic.
This volume includes most of the papers given
then, as well as a few added later. What
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emerges are a wealth of fresh material and
perspectives, as well as the realization that
the high Middle Ages saw a set of exceptional
innovations, some of which later became
central to traditional Judaism while others
were gradually abandoned. Were these
innovations influenced by Christian practice?
Which prayers and poems reflect these
innovations? What do the sources tell us
about changing attitudes to death and lifeafter death? Are tombstones an important
guide to historical developments? Answers to
these questions are to be found in this
unusual, illuminating and readable collection
of essays that have been well documented,
carefully edited and well indexed.

Kaddish
Filled with practical advice as well as
history, Blu Greenberg's book is a
comprehensive guide to the joys and
complexities of running a modern Jewish home.
How to Run a Traditional Jewish Household is
a modern, comprehensive guide covering
virtually every aspect of Jewish home life.
It provides practical advice on how to manage
a Jewish home in the traditional way and
offers fascinating accounts of the history
behind the tradition. In a warm, personal
style, Blu Greenberg shows that, contrary to
popular belief, the home, and not the
synagogue, is the most important institution
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in Jewish life. Divided into three large
sections—"The Jewish Way," "Special Stages of
Life," and "Celebration and Remembering"—this
book educates the uninitiated and reminds the
already observant Jew of how Judaism
approaches daily life. Topics include prayer,
dress, holidays, food preparation, marriage,
birth, death, parenthood, and many others.
This description of the modern-yettraditional Jewish household will earn
special regard among the many American Jews
who are re-exploring their ties to Jewish
tradition. Such Jews will find this book a
flexible guide that provides a knowledge of
the requirements of traditional Judaism
without advocating immediate and complete
compliance. How to Run a Traditional Jewish
Household will also appeal to observant Jews,
providing them with helpful tips on how to
manage their homes and special insights into
the most minute details and procedures in a
traditional household. Herself a traditional
Jew, Blu Greenberg is nevertheless quite
sympathetic to feminist views on the role of
women in Jewish observance. How to Run a
Traditional Jewish Household therefore speaks
intimately to women who are struggling to
reconcile their identities as modern women
with their commitments to traditional
Judaism.

To Mourn a Child
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"No longer the exclusive province of the far
right and far left, anti-semitism finds a
home in identity politics and the reaction
against identity politics, in the renewal of
"America first" isolationism and the rise of
one-world socialism. An ancient hatred
increasingly allowed into modern political
discussion, anti-semitism has been migrating
toward the mainstream in dangerous ways,
amplified by social media and a culture of
conspiracy that threatens us all. This timely
book is Weiss's cri de couer: an unnerving
reminder that Jews must never lose their hardwon instinct for danger, and a powerful case
for renewing Jewish and liberal values to
guide us through this uncertain moment. Not
just for the sake of America's Jews, but for
the sake of America"--

Jewish Reflections on Death
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1
international bestseller and modern classic
beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A
SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath.
Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nineyear-old girl, is living with a foster family
on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken
away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals
books. This is her story and the story of the
inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION Page 13/31
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THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10thanniversary edition features pages of bonus
content, including marked-up manuscript
pages, original sketches, and pages from the
author's writing notebook.

The Death and Resurrection of the
Beloved Son
Earl Grollman's Living When a Loved One Has
Died has brought comfort to more than 250,000
readers. In Living with Loss, Healing with
Hope, Grollman speaks directly to mourners of
the Jewish faith. By weaving quotations from
Jewish writers and philosophers into his
comforting and expert prose, Grollman guides
readers through the journey of mourning,
healing, and hope. A colleague of Grollman's
once told him, "Earl, I am not a member of
your faith, but if I wanted the soundest
emotional and spiritual approach to death, I
would be a Jew." Occasionally quoting from
sacred texts as well as Jewish writers and
philosophers, Living with Loss, Healing with
Hope illuminates Judaism's powerful
recognition of the trauma of grief and of the
mourner's responsibility eventually to return
to the rhythm of life. In a brief final
section, the author guides readers through
Jewish funeral observances, Shiva, and
beyond, and reminds all that these symbolic
customs are 'about change-remembrance,
letting go, and moving on.'
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The Jewish Way
Final Solution
The author of the runaway bestseller How the
Irish Saved Civilization has done it again.
In The Gifts of the Jews Thomas Cahill takes
us on another enchanting journey into
history, once again recreating a time when
the actions of a small band of people had
repercussions that are still felt today. The
Gifts of the Jews reveals the critical change
that made western civilization possible.
Within the matrix of ancient religions and
philosophies, life was seen as part of an
endless cycle of birth and death; time was
like a wheel, spinning ceaselessly. Yet
somehow, the ancient Jews began to see time
differently. For them, time had a beginning
and an end; it was a narrative, whose
triumphant conclusion would come in the
future. From this insight came a new
conception of men and women as individuals
with unique destinies--a conception that
would inform the Declaration of
Independence--and our hopeful belief in
progress and the sense that tomorrow can be
better than today. As Thomas Cahill narrates
this momentous shift, he also explains the
real significance of such Biblical figures as
Abraham and Sarah, Moses and the Pharaoh,
Joshua, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. Full of
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compelling stories, insights and humor, The
Gifts of the Jews is an irresistible
exploration of history as fascinating and fun
as How the Irish Saved Civilization. BONUS
MATERIAL: This ebook edition includes an
excerpt from Thomas Cahill's Heretics and
Heroes.

The Jewish Way in Death and Mourning
The Jews of the Pale of Settlement created a
distinctive way of life little known beyond
its borders. Just before World War I, a
socialist revolutionary named An-sky and his
team collected jokes, recorded songs, took
thousands of photographs, and created a
revealing questionnaire in Yiddish,
translated here in its entirety for the first
time.

Mengele: Unmasking the "Angel of Death"
Every year, thousands of young people die,
leaving in their wake circles of grieving
friends in need of support. Many look to how
clergy understand loss but few religious
traditions have a defined mourning
process--or even a role in mourning--for nonfamily members. Faith Unravels speaks to the
profound pain experienced by a forgotten
mourner, not by making an argument about God
or by offering a recipe of rituals, but by
sharing a profound story of faith lost and
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regained anew.

The Tibetan Book Of Living And Dying
Comprehensive volume on Jewish death and
mourning. Question-and-answer format explores
the laws, observances and customs that relate
to Jewish mourning. Includes a special
inspirational section and readings for the
bereaved.

Hope, Not Fear
In the third edition of Jewish Views of the
Afterlife, Rabbi Simcha Paull Raphael walks
readers through the Jewish tradition of the
afterlife while providing insights into
spiritual care with dying and grieving
individuals and families.

The Death of Death
A gripping biography of the infamous Nazi
doctor, from a former Justice Department
official tasked with uncovering his fate.
Perhaps the most notorious war criminal of
all time, Josef Mengele was the embodiment of
bloodless efficiency and passionate devotion
to a grotesque worldview. Aided by the role
he has assumed in works of popular culture,
Mengele has come to symbolize the Holocaust
itself as well as the failure of justice that
allowed countless Nazi murderers and their
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accomplices to escape justice. Whether as the
demonic doctor who directed mass killings or
the elusive fugitive who escaped capture,
Mengele has loomed so large that even with
conclusive proof, many refused to believe
that he had died. As chief of investigative
research at the Justice Department’s Office
of Special Investigations in the 1980s, David
G. Marwell worked on the Mengele case,
interviewing his victims, visiting the scenes
of his crimes, and ultimately holding his
bones in his hands. Drawing on his own
experience as well as new scholarship and
sources, Marwell examines in scrupulous
detail Mengele’s life and career. He
chronicles Mengele’s university studies,
which led to two PhDs and a promising career
as a scientist; his wartime service both in
frontline combat and at Auschwitz, where his
“selections” sent innumerable innocents to
their deaths and his “scientific”
pursuits—including his studies of twins and
eye color—traumatized or killed countless
more; and his postwar flight from Europe and
refuge in South America. Mengele describes
the international search for the Nazi doctor
in 1985 that ended in a cemetery in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, and the dogged forensic
investigation that produced overwhelming
evidence that Mengele had died—but failed to
convince those who, arguably, most wanted him
dead. This is the riveting story of science
without limits, escape without freedom, and
resolution without justice.
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How to Fight Anti-Semitism
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a
child, Elie Wiesel was sent to the Nazi
concentration camps at Auschwitz and
Buchenwald. This is his account of that
atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he
endured, the loss of his family and his
struggle to survive in a world that stripped
him of humanity, dignity and faith.
Describing in simple terms the tragic murder
of a people from a survivor's perspective,
Night is among the most personal, intimate
and poignant of all accounts of the
Holocaust. A compelling consideration of the
darkest side of human nature and the enduring
power of hope, it remains one of the most
important works of the twentieth century. New
translation by Marion Wiesel, with a new
introduction by Elie Wiesel.

The Tattooist of Auschwitz
Describes the
Jewish faith,
traditions of
and holidays,

odyssey of the convert to the
introducing the laws and
Judaism, its life cycle events
and its ideals and values

Consolation
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and
enjoyable study."—Géza Vermès, Times Literary
Supplement In this exciting book, Paula
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Fredriksen explains the variety of New
Testament images of Jesus by exploring the
ways that the new Christian communities
interpreted his mission and message in light
of the delay of the Kingdom he had preached.
This edition includes an introduction reviews
the most recent scholarship on Jesus and its
implications for both history and theology.
"Brilliant and lucidly written, full of
original and fascinating insights."—Reginald
H. Fuller, Journal of the American Academy of
Religion "This is a first-rate work of a
first-rate historian."—James D. Tabor,
Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts her
documents—principally the writings of the New
Testament—as an archaeologist would an
especially rich complex site. With great care
she distinguishes the literary images from
historical fact. As she does so, she explains
the images of Jesus in terms of the
strategies and purposes of the writers Paul,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John."—Thomas
D’Evelyn, Christian Science Monitor

Mourning & Mitzvah
Named one of the best books of 2019 by The
Economist and a New York Times Book Review
Editors' Choice. A National Jewish Book Award
finalist. "A superb and touching book about
the frailty of ties that hold together places
and people." --The New York Times Book Review
An award-winning historian shares the true
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story of a frayed and diasporic Sephardic
Jewish family preserved in thousands of
letters For centuries, the bustling port city
of Salonica was home to the sprawling Levy
family. As leading publishers and editors,
they helped chronicle modernity as it was
experienced by Sephardic Jews across the
Ottoman Empire. The wars of the twentieth
century, however, redrew the borders around
them, in the process transforming the Levys
from Ottomans to Greeks. Family members soon
moved across boundaries and hemispheres,
stretching the familial diaspora from Greece
to Western Europe, Israel, Brazil, and India.
In time, the Holocaust nearly eviscerated the
clan, eradicating whole branches of the
family tree. In Family Papers, the
prizewinning Sephardic historian Sarah
Abrevaya Stein uses the family’s
correspondence to tell the story of their
journey across the arc of a century and the
breadth of the globe. They wrote to share
grief and to reveal secrets, to propose
marriage and to plan for divorce, to maintain
connection. They wrote because they were
family. And years after they frayed, Stein
discovers, what remains solid is the fragile
tissue that once held them together: neither
blood nor belief, but papers. With meticulous
research and care, Stein uses the Levys'
letters to tell not only their history, but
the history of Sephardic Jews in the
twentieth century.
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Genius & Anxiety
Hope, Not Fear shares the wisdom we all need
to come to terms with death. .

The Vanishing American Jew
This lively chronicle of the years 1847–1947—the century when the Jewish people
changed how we see the world—is “[a]
thrilling and tragic history…especially good
on the ironies and chain-reaction intimacies
that make a people and a past” (The Wall
Street Journal). In a hundred-year period, a
handful of men and women changed the world.
Many of them are well known—Marx, Freud,
Proust, Einstein, Kafka. Others have vanished
from collective memory despite their enduring
importance in our daily lives. Without Karl
Landsteiner, for instance, there would be no
blood transfusions or major surgery. Without
Paul Ehrlich, no chemotherapy. Without
Siegfried Marcus, no motor car. Without
Rosalind Franklin, genetic science would look
very different. Without Fritz Haber, there
would not be enough food to sustain life on
earth. What do these visionaries have in
common? They all had Jewish origins. They all
had a gift for thinking in wholly original,
even earth-shattering ways. In 1847, the
Jewish people made up less than 0.25% of the
world’s population, and yet they saw what
others could not. How? Why? Norman Lebrecht
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has devoted half of his life to pondering and
researching the mindset of the Jewish
intellectuals, writers, scientists, and
thinkers who turned the tides of history and
shaped the world today as we know it. In
Genius & Anxiety, Lebrecht begins with the
Communist Manifesto in 1847 and ends in 1947,
when Israel was founded. This robust,
magnificent, beautifully designed volume is
“an urgent and moving history” (The
Spectator, UK) and a celebration of Jewish
genius and contribution.

The Jewish Dark Continent
David Cesarani’s Final Solution is a
magisterial work of history that chronicles
the fate of Europe’s Jews. Based on decades
of scholarship, documentation newly available
from the opening of Soviet archives,
declassification of Western intelligence
service records, as well as diaries and
reports written in the camps, Cesarani
provides a sweeping reappraisal that
challenges accepted explanations for the antiJewish politics of Nazi Germany and the
inevitability of the “final solution.” The
persecution of the Jews, as Cesarani sees it,
was not always the Nazis’ central
preoccupation, nor was it inevitable. He
shows how, in German-occupied countries, it
unfolded erratically, often due to local
initiatives. For Cesarani, war was critical
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to the Jewish fate. Military failure denied
the Germans opportunities to expel Jews into
a distant territory and created a crisis of
resources that led to the starvation of the
ghettos and intensified anti-Jewish measures.
Looking at the historical record, he disputes
the iconic role of railways and deportation
trains. From prisoner diaries, he exposes the
extent of sexual violence and abuse of Jewish
women and follows the journey of some Jewish
prisoners to displaced persons camps. David
Cesarani’s Final Solution is the new standard
chronicle of the fate of a heroic people
caught in the hell that was Hitler’s Germany.

Josephus's The Jewish War
In this urgent book, Alan M. Dershowitz shows
why American Jews are in danger of
disappearing - and what must be done now to
create a renewed sense of Jewish identity for
the next century. In previous times, the
threats to Jewish survival were external the virulent consequences of anti-Semitism.
Now, however, in late-twentieth-century
America, the danger has shifted. Jews today
are more secure, more accepted, more
assimilated, and more successful than ever
before. They've dived into the melting pot and they've achieved the American Dream. And
that, according to Dershowitz, is precisely
the problem. More than 50 percent of Jews
will marry non-Jews, and their children will
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most often be raised as non-Jews. Which
means, in the view of Dershowitz, that
American Jews will vanish as a distinct
cultural group sometime in the next century unless they act now. Speaking to concerned
Jews everywhere, Dershowitz calls for a new
Jewish identity that focuses on the positive
- the 3,500-year-old legacy of Jewish
culture, values, and traditions. Dershowitz
shows how this new Jewish identity can
compete in America's open environment of
opportunity and choice - and offers concrete
proposals on how to instill it in the younger
generation.

Becoming a Jew
25th Anniversary Edition Over 3 Million
Copies Sold 'I couldn't give this book a
higher recommendation' BILLY CONNOLLY Written
by the Buddhist meditation master and popular
international speaker Sogyal Rinpoche, this
highly acclaimed book clarifies the majestic
vision of life and death that underlies the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition. It includes not
only a lucid, inspiring and complete
introduction to the practice of meditation,
but also advice on how to care for the dying
with love and compassion, and how to bring
them help of a spiritual kind. But there is
much more besides in this classic work, which
was written to inspire all who read it to
begin the journey to enlightenment and so
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become 'servants of peace'.

The Jewish Way in Love and Marriage
Children have obligations to their parents:
the Talmud says "one must honor him in life
and one must honor him in death." Beside his
father’s grave, a diligent but doubting son
begins the mourner’s kaddish and realizes he
needs to know more about the prayer issuing
from his lips. So begins Leon Wieseltier’s
National Jewish Book Award–winning
autobiography, Kaddish, the spiritual journal
of a man commanded by Jewish law to recite a
prayer three times daily for a year and
driven, by ardor of inquiry, to explore its
origins. Here is one man’s urgent exploration
of Jewish liturgy and law, from the 10thcentury legend of a wayward ghost to the
speculations of medieval scholars on the
grief of God to the perplexities of a modern
rabbi in the Kovno ghetto. Here too is a
mourner’s unmannered response to the
questions of fate, freedom, and faith stirred
in death’s wake. Lyric, learned, and deeply
moving, Wieseltier’s Kaddish is a narrative
suffused with love: a son’s embracing the
tradition bequeathed to him by his father, a
scholar’s savoring they beauty he was taught
to uncover, and a writer’s revealing it,
proudly, unadorned, to the reader. Winner of
the 1998 National Jewish Book Award "An
astonishing fusion of learning and psychic
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intensity; its poignance and lucidity should
be an authentic benefit to readers, Jewish
and gentile." —The New York Times Book Review

The Jewish Book of Grief and Healing
Fully revised with a new author's preface,
epilogue, and over a dozen new guided
exercises, Anne Brener brings us an
innovative integration of Jewish tradition
and modern professional resources in this
25th anniversary edition of a modern classic.
Mourning & Mitzvah gives spiritual insight
and healing wisdom to those who mourn a
death, to those who would help them, and to
those who face a loss of any kind Mourning &
Mitzvah teaches you the power and strength
available to you in the fully experienced
mourning process. When the temple stood in
the ancient city of Jerusalem, mourners
walked through the gates and into the
courtyard along a specifically designated
mourner's path. As they walked, they came
face to face with all the other members of
the community, who greeted them with the
ancestor of the blessing, "May God comfort
you among the mourners of Zion and
Jerusalem." In this way, the community
embraced those suffering bereavement, yet
allowed for unique experiences of grief.

A Time to Mourn, a Time to Comfort
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The #1 International Bestseller & New York
Times Bestseller This beautiful, illuminating
tale of hope and courage is based on
interviews that were conducted with Holocaust
survivor and Auschwitz-Birkenau tattooist
Ludwig (Lale) Sokolov—an unforgettable love
story in the midst of atrocity. “The
Tattooist of Auschwitz is an extraordinary
document, a story about the extremes of human
behavior existing side by side: calculated
brutality alongside impulsive and selfless
acts of love. I find it hard to imagine
anyone who would not be drawn in, confronted
and moved. I would recommend it unreservedly
to anyone, whether they’d read a hundred
Holocaust stories or none.”—Graeme Simsion,
internationally-bestselling author of The
Rosie Project In April 1942, Lale Sokolov, a
Slovakian Jew, is forcibly transported to the
concentration camps at Auschwitz-Birkenau.
When his captors discover that he speaks
several languages, he is put to work as a
Tätowierer (the German word for tattooist),
tasked with permanently marking his fellow
prisoners. Imprisoned for over two and a half
years, Lale witnesses horrific atrocities and
barbarism—but also incredible acts of bravery
and compassion. Risking his own life, he uses
his privileged position to exchange jewels
and money from murdered Jews for food to keep
his fellow prisoners alive. One day in July
1942, Lale, prisoner 32407, comforts a
trembling young woman waiting in line to have
the number 34902 tattooed onto her arm. Her
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name is Gita, and in that first encounter,
Lale vows to somehow survive the camp and
marry her. A vivid, harrowing, and ultimately
hopeful re-creation of Lale Sokolov's
experiences as the man who tattooed the arms
of thousands of prisoners with what would
become one of the most potent symbols of the
Holocaust, The Tattooist of Auschwitz is also
a testament to the endurance of love and
humanity under the darkest possible
conditions.
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